
Grid360

With the changing flow patterns resulting from today’s distributed generation 
and demand response environments, it is now more essential than ever to 
accurately analyze and predict transmission grid security levels. Nexant has a 
comprehensive set of power system applications that easily integrate into other 
energy management applications, ensuring safe and reliable grid operations and 
improving transmission security.

Security constrained optimal power flow 
Nexant delivers the industry’s most sophisticated optimal power flow application 
for power system engineers. It complements the traditional suite of power system 
analysis software by providing advanced features required to solve the most 
difficult problems of today’s transmission grids. 

Security constrained optimal power flow application analyzes and optimizes 
system generation, flows and voltages subject to rigorous security criteria, with 
accurate AC or enhanced DC network modeling. It is used in critical applications for 
multiple phases of system network engineering including real-time control, system 
operations and planning including: 

• Transmission planning - conducting studies of transmission equipment 
feasibility, siting, interconnection, and engineering design 

• Operational planning - performing rapid power-flow and contingency analysis 
studies with user-defined contingency lists to confirm reliability status 

•  Voltage/Var Regulation – rescheduling to restore secure operation, given a 
system operating point with pre- and post-contingency violations 

Grid360™ Transmission Analytics
Ensure safe, reliable and efficient grid planning and operation with 
Nexant Grid360 Transmission Analytics.



• Optimal power flow (OPF) - offering an unparalleled choice of objective functions and constraint definitions to 
enable modeling and study of remedial control actions, MW transfer maximization, loss minimization, and capacitor 
installation (size and location)

• Decision making under outage conditions - providing a solution that enables operators and engineers to make 
decisions even when the base case is significantly degraded

• Nexant’s security constrained optimal power flow is trusted as the EMS dispatcher power-flow, real-time contingency 
analysis, and real-time OPF software in control centers around the world

Generalized state estimation
Nexant’s industry’s leading generalized state estimation application holistically estimates a power system’s state, topology and 
network impedances to construct the best power flow model for online monitoring and optimization functions.

It is based on robust orthogonal transformations and advanced error detection/identification techniques. It the industry’s only 
state estimator which directly solves a network modeled with mixed bus-branch and bus-section-breaker representations.

Nexant’s generalized state estimation software has been deployed in over fifty control centers around the world as a 
critical component of energy management systems (EMS) delivered by Nexant’s global partners.

Topology estimation
Situation awareness in intelligent grid control centers depends on accurate results of real-time network analysis. State 
estimation and topology processing use telemetry data and network models to provide operators with good information 
on which security analysis can be performed. 

Nexant’s topology estimation application can augment your state estimator by providing recommendations on how to 
resolve network topology errors, thus bringing more situation awareness to operators. Using an advanced combinatorial 
bad data analysis technique, it can report the most probable set of bad circuit breaker/switch statuses and improve a 
state estimator’s performance without necessarily replacing it.

Fault analysis
Nexant fault analysis application computes fault levels and breaker duties in a power transmission system. It supports mixed 
bus-branch and bus-section breaker network modeling, multi-section/mutually coupled unbalanced lines and multiple 
simultaneous faults. It produces IEC 909 compliant individual breaker duties and is optimized for online application. 

Nexant software performs the following types of fault analysis:

• Bus fault analysis - rapidly calculating the current for a fault at each bus or designated subset of buses 

• Open branch analysis - simulating the successive opening of each branch connected to the faulted bus 

• Circuit group analysis - performing a physically realistic form of open-branch analysis by opening the remote-end 
circuit breakers connected to each faulted bus section

Fault analysis software can be deployed as an online application in energy management systems or as a workstation study tool.

External network modeling
Nexant’s external network modeling application enables users to develop 
small, manageable yet accurate equivalents from large network models using 
proven techniques of network equivalencing and reduction. It automates the 
most difficult and time-consuming tasks in model design, construction, and 
validation for a wide range of system operating conditions. 

Reducing the size of the external network is critical to ensuring situation 
awareness in a control center. Without losing any accuracy, Nexant’s external 
network modeling software can significantly improve the performance of real-
time security analysis. This software is available as a workstation study tool.

GRID360 TA INCLUDES:
• Security Constrained Optimal power Flow
• Generalized State estimation
• Topology Estimation
• Fault Analysis
• External Network Modeling

About Nexant Energy Software

Nexant offers a comprehensive suite of best-in-
class energy enterprise software platforms that 
transform utility business processes and enable 
implementation of smart grid, clean energy, and 
demand management initiatives. Nexant software 
helps utilities embrace a customer-centric model 
that aligns strategic planning, grid operations, and 
demand side management to improve customer 
engagement, boost operational efficiency, reduce 
risk, and achieve superior business results.
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